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About This Software

The SteamVR Performance Test measures your system's rendering power using a 2-minute sequence from Valves Aperture
Robot Repair VR demo. After collecting the data it determines whether your system is capable of running VR content at 90fps
and whether VR content can tune the visual fidelity up to the recommended level. For machines that are not VR Ready the tool

can help determine whether capabilities are bound by Graphics Card, CPU, or both.
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My bank did the same test, with different result... I guess I'll wait then. amazing and dramatic storyline 10\/10. Tester does not
see my NVIDIA card, only focuses on the onboard INTEL GPU. Need an option to select which VIDEO CARD to use. As a
result, test is not accurate and will not advise correct information for my system!!!!. No replay value after receiving the "good"
ending. Picked up my Integrated Graphics instead of my Graphics Card
Proceeded to watch for my entertainment
Finished test
Said that my System is "VR Ready"
Retook with my GPU
Said that my System is barely "VR Ready"
Proceeeded to roll on the floor laughing

In Conclusion,
My intergrated Graphics is better than my GPU
10\/10 Would Recommend
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I downloaded the software and it said my computer was not VR ready. I have a gaming laptop with an intel I7, 16 gigs of RAM,
and a GTX 960m (the laptop version of a GTX 960). I got an HTC Vive and tried it on my laptop, and while some of the more
graphically demanding games don't work, most of them do. I have done google earth vr, universe sandbox, zombie training
simulator, irrational exuberance, and others. Although the framerate is sometimes not the best, I haven't really had much of a
problem with motion sickness, and it has not subtracted from the experience significantly. So while it is not the best for VR, it
still works. I hope this helps anyone thinking about getting a vive.

If I could vote in the middle of "yes" and "no" on this, I would, because it said that it was using my intel graphics card and not
my NVIDIA to do the test. But according to other posts, it actually IS using my NVIDIA but just not telling me it is?? That is
one problem I would say the developers must work out.. Checking to see the results of this thing was the hardest 5 mins of my
life, i swear.
After getting everything for christmas or paying my own money, it comes down to a single test.

And i passed with FLYING colors! 8.1 (Very High) score!
Using:
Windows 10 64-bit
NVIDIA GTX 1060 6Gb
AMD FX-6300 Six-core (I had to cut the budget somewhere)

Now all i need is the darn $800 headset.... OS: Ready
Graphics Card: Ready
Processor: Ready
I am so happy now ,year!
HTC:Hey!This product is priced at 7000 yuan!!
Wallet: Not Ready
.....
. literally does not start. My computer is somewhat ready. My checking account is not. Plus, my mom said no more toys until I
clean my room. I reminded her that I'm 44 and don't live at home anymore. She grounded me. When I finally get my VR
system, I'm going to be the coolest guy in town. Girls will be beating down my front door. That'll show my mom that I was right
all along.

Now I'm going to clean my room to be able to take advantage of room-scale VR, NOT because my mom said so. I mean it. I'm
my own man now, and I don't care what my mom says.

*Mama, if you read this, I was hacked by the Russians. They're everywhere, Mama. Will you make me some grits and eggs?
Thanks. I love you!
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